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QUESTION 1

Hot Standby networking environment is shown in Figure 1 and 2 backup group joined VGMP management group,
USG_A main equipment, USG_B as a backup device. 

When USG_A is in failed state, such as power failure, this time USG_B state switched from Slave to 

Master. 

When USG_A firewall recovers, it switches back to its state Master, and USG_B status remains as Master. 

What has caused this phenomenon? 

A. Two firewall load balancing mode, both in the same backup set is configured to master, also configure the Slave 

B. USGA after the failure to restore its priority VRRP backup group did not recover in time 

C. After the USGA recover from a failure, malfunction heartbeat 

D. No configuration hrp track 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the correct order for packet encapsulation with L2TP? 

A. PPP -> UDP -> L2TP -> IPsec 

B. PPP -> L2TP -> UDP -> IPsec 

C. IPsec -> L2TP -> UDP-> PPP 
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D. IPsec -> PPP -> L2TP -> UDP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

SSL VPN authentication is successful, and with the use of the file-sharing feature, you can view the directories and files,
but you can not upload, delete, or rename files. What are possible reasons? (Choose two answers) 

A. If the file server for NFS, the user\\'s UID and GID attribute does not allow users to upload, delete or rename the file
operation. 

B. If the type of file server for SMB, the user currently logged on to the file share resource has only read permission and
no write access. 

C. The SSL firewall configuration file sharing feature allows only viewing. 

D. Some TCP connections between the gateway and the virtual file server are blocked by the firewall. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following are correct regading TCP and TCP proxy on the reverse source detection? (Choose three
answers) 

A. TCP and TCP proxy detection can prevent reverse source SYN Flood. 

B. TCP proxy acts as a proxy device. TP is connected between both ends, when one end initiates a connection with the
device it must complete the TCP three-way handshake. 

C. With TCP proxy mode attack prevention, detection mechanism must be turned on. 

D. TP reverse source probes to detect the source IP packets by sending a Reset. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

Through the configuration of the Bypass interface, you can avoid network communication interruption caused by
equipment failure and improve reliability. The power Bypass function can use any network interfaces to configure the
Bypass GE parameters to achieve the Bypass function. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 
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